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Introduction to this Lessons Packet 
Thank you for purchasing the lesson packet for LATIN 41: First Year Latin, 
Part 1. Included in this packet, you should have received these items:

• this introductory letter
• a copy of the readings from each lesson (the pages following this 

letter)
 
Begin your online course by reading the syllabus; it contains the 

information you need to successfully complete the course. As you begin, 
you will notice that each lesson includes a brief introduction, learning 
outcomes for the lesson, reading assignments, analysis of the importance 
of each reading, and lesson reading material. The reading material for 
each lesson is included in this packet, as well as in the online course.

 The lessons also have Speedback assignments and Self Check exercises 
associated with them; these are available only through the online course.

 This packet is designed to give you the best experience for reading 
the detailed lesson content and taking notes. To complete the course, you 
will need access to the online assignments and exams.

 Best wishes for your success in this course!
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Lesson 1
Pronunciation & the Nomitave Case

Here we are ready to begin. Please read through the informa-
tion on the following pages very carefully. Once you have read my 

instructions, you may read the textbook instructions for further clarifica-
tion. Stop along the way to learn rather than just reading straight through.
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Lesson 1: Pronounciation & the Nominative Case

Learning Outcomes
1. Pronounce any Latin word which you see (even if you don’t know 

the meaning).
2. Identify a subject, linking verb, predicate adjective, and predicate 

nominative.
3. Identify a Latin word in the nominative singular and the nomina-

tive plural.
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1.1: Pronunciation
Pronounce any Latin word which you see (even if you don’t know the 
meaning).

Pronunciation
Although Latin is not used as a spoken language 
today, it is very important to learn to pronounce it 
correctly. People who quote Latin and mispronounce 
it appear to others to be uneducated. Therefore, be 
sure to pay careful attention to the pronunciation 
instructions. You may want to somehow “mark” this 
part of the course so you can easily refer to it often 
until you become completely comfortable with pronunciation.

The good news is that Latin pronunciation is far more consistent 
than English pronunciation. In English the letters ough are pronounced 
differently in the following words: rough, bough, through. In Latin each 
letter or combination of letters consistently makes the same sound. So, 
once you learn the basic rules of pronunciation, you can read anything 
aloud in Latin correctly, even if you don’t know what it means!

Consonants
Most consonants have the same sounds as they have in English. There 
are a few differences, however. So, unless it is listed below, pronounce a 
consonant as you would pronounce it in English.

• b before s or t has the sound of p.
• c is always hard as in car, never soft as in city.
• g is always hard as in get, never soft as in gel.
• i is sometimes a consonant (whenever it appears at the beginning 

of a word before a vowel or if it appears between vowels). When i 
appears as a consonant, it sounds like the y in yellow. Some books 
use j for the consonant i.
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Lesson 1: Pronounciation & the Nominative Case

• s always has the sound of s in silk, never of s in those.
• t always has the sound of t in ten, never of t in motion.
• v has the sound of w in will, never the sound of v in victory.
• x has the sound of x in extra.
• ch sounds like an English k.
• ph sounds like an English p.
• th sounds like an English t.
• qu sounds the same as it does in English.

Vowels
The vowels in Latin are the same letters as they are in English (a, e, i, 
o, u). Most short vowels in Latin are similar to those in English. Long 
vowels in English, however, have shifted one position as a result of a 
vowel change which occurred during the Middle Ages (see page 7 of 
your textbook). Therefore, the pronunciation of long vowels in Latin is 
different from English.

It is important to pronounce the vowels correctly or what you say 
could be something very different from what you mean. For example, if 
you were to say, “I forgot the debt,” but you pronounced the e as if it were 
a long e in Latin, it would sound like, “I forgot the date.”

In the textbook we are using, Latin for Americans, long vowels are 
regularly marked with a macron (line) over the top of them. Short vowels 
are usually unmarked. Pronunciation should be as follows:

Long Short
a as in father a as the first a in aha (the second a is long)

e as in they (similar to English long a) e as in pet

i as in police (similar to English long e) i as in hit

o as in note o as in for

u as in rule u as in full

Diphthongs
A diphthong is two vowels which work together to make one sound. There 
are six diphthongs which commonly occur in Latin. They are as follows:

• ae like the i in ice
• au like ou in out
• ei like ei in weight
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• eu like the ey you in Hey, you
• oe like oi in oil
• ui like weeee! (Oo-ee)

There, you have the major rules of Latin pronunciation. Learn these 
rules, and you will be able to pronounce any Latin word. Already you are 
off to a great start!

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Read pages 1–7 of your textbook.

Activity Two:
Turn to page 8 where you will find some pronunciation exercises. Read 
aloud the Latin words in exercises 1–3. Follow the pronunciation instruc-
tions carefully. If you are unsure how to pronounce a word, refer back to 
the pronunciation instructions. Don’t worry about what the words mean. 
Just concentrate on pronunciation.

Answers:
Listen to the answers for activity 2 on track 2.
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1.2 and 1.3: Identify Parts of Speech
Identify a subject, linking verb, predicate adjective, and predicate 
nominative.
Identify a Latin word in the nominative singular and the nominative 
plural.

Word Order and Endings
In English, we determine the meaning of a sentence by looking at word 
order. For example, the following two sentences have very different 
meanings. These meanings are established by the placement of the words 
in the sentence.

• The dog bit the boy.
• The boy bit the dog.

In Latin, the placement of a word in a sentence doesn’t matter. Instead 
of depending on position in the sentence, Latin depends upon the ending 
which we put on the word. For example, if I wanted to, I could put the 
verb at the end of the sentence every time, and it wouldn’t affect the 
meaning of the sentence. In fact, the Romans usually did put the verb at 
the end of the sentence.

Because the ending tells us whether the noun is a subject, a direct 
object, an indirect object, etc., we have what we call case endings to 
determine how the noun acts in the sentence. We will only learn one case 
at a time; so, don’t panic!

Hint: Lesson I of the textbook gives you an overview of all of the cases 
in Latin. If this confuses you, don’t worry. We will take one case at a time. 
So, you can ignore the overview for now if you choose.
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Definitions
Because it is important to understand English grammar before it is pos-
sible to understand Latin grammar, I will give you brief English grammar 
lessons periodically. Please be sure to memorize the definitions which I 
give you if you don’t already know them.

NOUN 
Person, place, thing, or idea (book, basket-
ball, love, etc.).

ADJECTIVE

Describes a noun or a pronoun (answers 
the questions which one? how many? what 
kind?) 

Example: 
The girl had three blue popsicles. 
How many? three 
What kind? blue 
Three and blue are adjectives describing 
the noun popsicles.

SUBJECT
The noun or pronoun about which some-
thing is being said.

LINKING VERB
Shows state of being (the most common 
linking verbs in English are is, are, was, 
were).

ACTION VERB Shows action (jump, ski, hit, etc.).

PREDICATE ADJECTIVE

An adjective which follows a linking verb 
and describes the subject. 

Example: 
John is happy. 
In this sentence the word happy follows the 
linking verb is and describes the subject 
John.

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE

A noun which follows a linking verb and 
renames the subject. 

Example: 
Sarah is a cheerleader. 
In this sentence, the word cheerleader is a 
noun which renames the subject Sarah.
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Nominative Case

The nominative case in Latin is the case which is often called the subject 
case. All subjects, predicate adjectives, and predicate nominatives will 
have the nominative case ending. In English we make most nouns plural 
by adding an -s to the word. For example, you have one cat but two cats. 
In Latin we make nouns plural by adding an ending as well. In the first 
declension, the nominative case will end in -a in the singular and -ae in 
the plural.

Singular Plural
puella (girl)  puellae (girls)

insula (island)   insulae (islands)

Subjects of all sentences will have nominative endings. Whenever a 
sentence has a linking verb, the subject and the predicate adjective or 
predicate nominative will be in the nominative case.

Examples:
Via est bona. (The road is good.)
Sardinia est insula. (Hawaii is an island.)

Nomitive Cases (2:57) 
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Sometimes, a sentence with a linking verb will have only a subject or 
a predicate nominative. In these instances, you must add a there to make 
the translation make sense.

Example:
Sunt viae et silvae in Italia. (There are roads and forests in 

Italy.)

Also, there are no words for articles (the words a, an, and the) in Latin. 
Because they are necessary in English, you must insert them where needed 
to make your translation into English make sense.

Example:
Familia est bona.

If we translated this sentence without any articles, it would say, “Family 
is good.” The translation is much nicer if we say, “The family is good.”

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Memorize the vocabulary words on pages 17–18 of 
your textbook. Notice there are Latin words there. 
Please memorize both (aqua, aquae). I will explain 
later what the second one means, but please memo-
rize it now or you will have to go back and memorize 
it later. Once again, you will have to trust me on this 
one!

Activity Two:
 Turn to page 13 and look at the Latin passage at the top of the page.

Translate this passage into English.
Hints: There are many names of islands and continents in this transla-

tion. They are basically what they look like they are. Hispania is Spain.
The word in in Latin can mean in or on.
Look! You are already translating Latin!

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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Lesson 2
Accusative Case & the Present Tense

as i mentioned in lesson 1, latin dePends uPon endings rather 
than word placement in a sentence to determine where the word 

fits into the sentence. Let’s take a look at how this works. But before we 
do that, you must understand the English grammar. Once again, please 
read the following instructions carefully. If you need further clarification, 
read the presentation in the textbook.
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Learning Outcomes
1. Make adjectives agree with their nouns in case, gender, and 

number.
2. Decline nouns and adjectives using the nominative and accusa-

tive cases.
3. Read and write basic Roman numerals.
4. Conjugate a first conjugation Latin verb in the present tense.
5. Decline second declension nouns using the nominative and accu-

sative cases.
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2.1 and 2.2: Agreement of Adjectives and 
Cases
Make adjectives agree with their nouns in case, gender, and number.
Decline nouns and adjectives using the nominative and accusative cases.

The Direct Object

The first important thing to understand is how a direct object works in 
English. If you are not already familiar with this concept, please memorize 
the following definition:

A direct object receives the action of the verb and answers the ques-
tion what?

Example:
John kicked the football.

Video 2.1 (2:36) 
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Football is the direct object of this sentence because it is receiving the 
action (it is what is being kicked). Also, if I say the subject (John) and the 
verb (kicked) and then ask the question what? I discover that the football 
is what John kicked.

The Accusative Case
In English, the direct object comes after the verb in what we call the 
accusative case. In Latin, the direct object has a specific word ending. 
You will remember that the endings for the nominative (subject) case 
are -a in the singular and -ae in the plural. The endings for the accusa-
tive case (the direct object case) are -am in the singular and -as in the 
plural. Whenever there is a direct object in a Latin sentence, it will be in 
the accusative case.

Singular Plural
NOMINATIVE      puella puellae

ACCUSATIVE puellam puellas

Let’s look at a couple of sentences.

Puellae aquam portant.
(The girls carry water.)
Puellas aqua portat.
(The water carries the girls.)

As you can see, it doesn’t matter in what order the words appear. 
What matters is what the endings are. In the first sentence, I know the 
subject is puellae because it ends in -ae and the direct object is aquam 
because it ends in -am.

In the second sentence I know the subject is aqua because it ends in 
-a and the direct object is puellas because it ends in -as.

Adjective Agreement
In English, our adjectives usually remain the same regardless of whether 
the noun is singular or plural, whether the noun is acting as a subject or 
a direct object.

Examples:
The good girl ate three plates of cookies.
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Lesson 2: Accusative Case & the Present Tense

The three plates of cookies made the good girls ill.
In both sentences, good remains the same.

In Latin, however, the adjective will agree in case and number with 
the noun it is describing. If the noun is nominative singular, the adjective 
will also have a nominative singular ending.

Examples:
Bonae puellae amant insulas.
(The good girls love the islands)
Puellae amant bonas insulas.
(The girls love good islands)

As you can see, in the first sentence, bonae agrees with puellae, and 
therefore, it describes puellae.

In the second sentence, bonas agrees with insulas, and therefore, it 
describes insulas.

English Word Study
Have you ever wondered whether you should use I or me, he or him, she 
or her, who or whom? If you understand how the Latin works, you will 
never have trouble with this again! I, he, she, and who are subjects. Me, 
him, her, and whom are objects. In a chart it looks like this:

Nominative      I he she who

Accusative me him her whom

Example:
The boy who is standing on the corner is my friend.

Who is used in this instance because it is the subject of the verb is 
standing. Therefore, it is in the nominative case.

Example:
The boy whom my sister loves is my friend.

Whom is used in this instance because it is the object of the verb loves 
(my sister loves whom). Therefore, it is in the accusative case.
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 22 in your book. Memorize the vocabu-
lary words and their definitions. Be sure to memo-
rize all of the words which are given to you for the 
nouns and the adjectives (fama, famae; bonus, bona, 
bonum). These will be important to you.

Activity Two:
Turn to page 19 in your textbook and translate the Latin passage about 
Sicily into English. Be sure to watch the endings of the words very care-
fully as you translate.

Hint: Be sure to notice the small numbers which appear in the middle 
of the text. These numbers coincide with notes in the right hand margin 
which will help with your translation.

Activity Three:
Now, turn to page 22 of your textbook. Work through exercises A, B, and 
C. Remember to watch the endings of nouns and adjectives very carefully.

Hint: Remember the nominative case is used for subject, predicate 
adjectives, and predicate nominatives. So, if an adjective or a noun fol-
lows a linking verb, the adjective or noun will be in the nominative case.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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2.3: Roman Numerals
Read and write basic Roman numerals.

Roman Numerals

You will often see Roman numerals at the end of a movie, on the title 
page of a book, or in many other places. Have you ever wished you could 
read those numbers or create your own Roman numerals? It really is 
quite easy. The textbook explains how to put numbers together very well.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 23 of your textbook and read about how to structure Roman 
numerals. Memorize the seven symbols which are used to indicate 
numbers:

I = 1
V = 5

Video 2.2 (3:47) 
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X = 10
L = 50
C = 100
D = 500
M = 1000

Hints: Remember you will rarely see more than three of one symbol 
next to each other (III or CCC) and never more than four (IIII). The best 
rule of thumb is to stick with three.

Also, when you place a smaller number before a larger number, it 
must be an increment of 10 (I, X, C).

• Only an I can subtract from an X.
• Only an X can subtract from an L.
• Only an X can subtract from a C.

Activity Two:
Translate the following numbers.

1. XXVI
2. XLIX
3. CDLXIV
4. MCMLXXXVII
5. CCCXLVIII
6. 78
7. 152
8. 643
9. 1999
10. 2010

Answers:
Check your answers here.

../Media/HTML/CheckAnswers2-3.htm
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2.4: Conjugation—Present
Conjugate a first conjugation Latin verb in the present tense.

Verbs

We have learned how nouns change in Latin. Now, we need to take a look 
at verbs. The verb tells what the subject is or does. In English, we change 
a present tense verb from singular to plural by leaving off the -s. For 
example, the boy hits the baseball, but the boys hit the baseball. In Latin, 
of course, we also change from singular to plural by adding an ending.

In English and in Latin, verbs have three persons. In Latin, the verb 
changes to help us know which person the verb indicates. The following 
chart shows person in both English and Latin.

The table below compares English pronouns with the Latin verb end-
ings that correlate.

Video 2.3 (5:23) 
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Singular Plural
1ST PERSON I—o we—mus

2ND PERSON you—s you all—tis

3RD PERSON he, she, it—t they—nt

In English we have a separate word for a subject of a verb. In Latin, 
sometimes the subject is understood in the ending of the verb.

Examples:
They love. (Two separate words)
Amant. (The subject is understood in the ending -nt.)
Both sentences have the exact same meaning.

When you translate a Latin sentence into English, you will look first 
to find a noun in the nominative case. If you do not find one, you must 
look to the verb ending to see which person it is and translate it accord-
ing to the chart above.

Examples:
Puella amat insulam.
(The girl loves the island.)
Amamus insulam.
(We love the island.)

In the second sentence, there is not a word in the nominative case. 
Therefore you must look at the -mus ending to know the subject is we.

Present Tense
The present tense of a Latin verb may be translated three different ways. 
For example, the word amo can be translated as I love, I do love, or I 
am loving. The word porto can be translated as I carry, I do carry, or I 
am carrying.

To create the present tense of a verb, we add the endings which were 
mentioned above to the stem of the verb. To determine the stem, we 
must look at the principle parts of the verb. If you look at the vocabulary 
words on page 28, you will notice there are four words for every verb: 
amo, amare, amavi, amatus, for example. The first word is the first person, 
present, singular (I love).
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Lesson 2: Accusative Case & the Present Tense

The second word (or second principle part) is always the infinitive. 
The infinitive in English is created by putting the word to before the verb 
(to run, to carry, to love). In Latin the infinitive is created by adding -re 
to the stem of the word. Therefore, we look to the infinitive to discover 
the stem of a word.

Once you know the stem of the word, you add the endings:

Singular Plural
1ST PERSON amo (I love) amamus (we love)

2ND PERSON amas (you love) amatis (you all love)

3RD PERSON amat (he, she, it loves) amant (they love)

Adding these endings to the words is called conjugating.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Please conjugate specto, porto, and laboro in the present tense.

Conjugate: Specto
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Conjugate: Porto
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Specto

Specto

Spectamus

Spectamus

Spectas

Spectas

Spectatis

Spectatis

Spectat

Spectat

Spectant

Spectant

Porto

Porto

Portamus

Portamus

Portas

Portas

Portatis

Portatis

Portat

Portat

Portant

Portant
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Conjugate: Laboro
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Activity Two:
Turn to page 28 of your textbook and memorize the vocabulary words. 
It is very important for you to memorize all four principle parts of the 
verbs. Though you only know what two of them mean at this point, it 
is important for you to memorize all four. If you don’t, you will have to 
memorize all of your verbs again. Trust me, and a few lessons from now 
you’ll be glad you did!

Activity Three:
Turn to page 24 of your textbook. Translate the Latin passage, “Anna et 
Rana” into English.

Hints: Remember to watch your endings carefully to determine whether 
the nouns are nominative or accusative and to determine whether the 
verbs are 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person.

Remember to look first for a noun in the nominative case. If you do 
not find one, look to the verb ending to find your subject.

Activity Four
Turn to page 27 of your textbook. Work through exercises A, B, C, and D.

Answers:
Check your answers here.

Laboro

Laboro

Laboramus
Laboramus

Laboras

Laboras
Laboratis Laboratis

Laborat

Laborat

Laborant

Laborant

../Media/HTML/l2s4o4.htm
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2.5: Nominative and Accusative Cases
Decline second declension nouns using the nominative and accusative 
cases.

Gender

Have you ever noticed when people talk about a boat or a ship they always 
call it a “she?” This gives the boat a feminine gender. In Latin all nouns 
have gender. The nouns you have learned so far are called first declen-
sion nouns, and most of them are feminine (the three most common 
first declension nouns which are not feminine are agricola, nauta, and 
poeta). All first declension nouns, including the exceptions, decline as 
you have learned.

Video 2.4 (2:48) 
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Singular Plural
NOMINATIVE      nauta nautae

ACCUSATIVE nautam nautas

The second declension is known as the masculine declension because 
all nouns in this declension are masculine in gender. In the second declen-
sion, we use the same cases (nominative and accusative) as we do with 
the first declension, but the endings are different.

Singular Plural
NOMINATIVE      servus servi

ACCUSATIVE servum servos

The -us or the -i ending in the second declension tells us the noun is 
being used as either a subject, a predicate adjective, or a predicate nomina-
tive. The -um or -os ending tells us the noun is being used as direct object.

Examples:
Servus amat equos.
(The slave loves horses.)
Carri portant servos.
(The carts carry the slaves.)

If a noun is in the second declension, it will always be declined as a 
second declension noun. If a noun is in the first declension, it will always 
be declined as a first declension noun.

Adjective Gender Agreement
Adjectives must agree with the noun they modify in case (nominative 
or accusative), gender (masculine or feminine), and number (singular 
or plural). Unlike nouns, adjectives can be used in both the first and the 
second declension.

Examples:
Bona puella amat equum.
(The good girl loves the horse.)
Bonus servus amat equum.
(The good slave loves the horse.)
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Lesson 2: Accusative Case & the Present Tense

Notice the adjective bona changes to agree with the gender of the 
noun it modifies. Look carefully at the following declensions to see how 
each works.

First Declension (feminine)
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE      bona puella bonae puellae

ACCUSATIVE bonam puellam bonas puellas

Second Declension (masculine)
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE      bonus servus boni servi

ACCUSATIVE bonum servum bonos servos

First Declension Exceptions
The three most common words which are exceptions to the rule, as men-
tioned before are nauta, agricola, and poeta. Because these words are in 
the first declension, they decline as first declension nouns. Because they 
are masculine, however, the adjectives which describe them will be in the 
second, or masculine declension. Refer to the chart below.

Singular Plural
NOMINATIVE      bonus agricola boni agricolae

ACCUSATIVE bonum agricolam bonos agricolas

Although these endings look different, the adjectives do agree with 
the noun in case, gender, and number.

English Word Study
As you look at these endings for the first and second declensions, you 
will begin to understand the reasons some of our words in English have 
unusual plurals. For example, we have alumnus (singular) and alumni 
(plural). Technically, if you are a girl who has graduated from a school, 
you are an alumna and you and several of your girlfriends who have 
graduated are alumnae.

You will also notice that many of the words for scientific classification 
end in either -a or -us. This is because many of the terms for scientific 
classification come directly from Latin. As you learn more words, you 
will be able to break these down to discover what they really mean. For 
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example, populus tremuloides is the scientific term for quaking aspen. 
What it actually means is trembling people.

Start looking at words carefully. Already you know enough to begin 
to figure things out. For example, magna cum laude means “with much 
praise.” Magna and laudo are words you already know!

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 33 in your textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words. Remember to memorize both 
words for nouns and all four principle parts for verbs. 
Notice the English words in parentheses on the right. 
These are English words which derive from these 
Latin words. Can you think of any more (maladjusted, 
laud, service)?

Activity Two:
Turn to page 30 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about 
roads into English.

Hint: Appia is the name of a road in Italy called the Appian Way. It 
begins at Rome and goes south through Italy to Brindisi, a port city.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 32 of your textbook. Work your way through Exercises A, 
B, and C. Be sure to pay close attention to the endings.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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Lesson 3
Genitive and Dative Cases & Future Tense

already you have learned how to create some simPle sentences 
in Latin using subjects, present tense verbs, predicates, adjectives, 

predicate nominatives, and direct objects. We’ll take a few minutes at 
the beginning of this lesson to review these basic principles before we 
move on. From now on, Activity and Practice, Part A of each lesson will 
be Review and Practice. I will give you a series of activities to complete 
which you can check to make sure you understand the concepts. If you 
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do not understand, go back to the previous lesson to learn what you have 
missed. Then, be sure to read the instructions which I give you as well as 
the instructions given in the textbook.
I always remind my students at least once a week—remember, Latin is fun!

Learning Outcomes
1. Identify the genitive case in both form and purpose.
2. Use the genitive case in English to Latin translation and Latin to 

English translation.
3. Conjugate a Latin verb in the future tense.
4. Identify a future tense verb by person and number.
5. Use the future tense in English to Latin translation and Latin to 

English translation.
6. Identify the dative case in both form and purpose.
7. Use the dative case in English to Latin translation and Latin to 

English translation.

Review and Practice
Complete the following exercises. Check your answers to be sure you 
understand the concept reviewed. If not, go back to the lesson which 
contains the concept involved and review until you understand.

• Decline “small island,” “large slave,” and “good farmer.”

Decline “Small Island”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
ACCUSATIVE 3. __________ 4. __________

Decline “Large Slave”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
ACCUSATIVE 3. __________ 4. __________

Decline “Good Island”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
ACCUSATIVE 3. __________ 4. __________

parva insula

parva insula

parvae insulae

parvae insulae

parvam insulam

parvam insulam

parvas insulas

parvas insulas

magnus servus

magnus servus

magni servi

magni servimagnum servum

magnum servum

magnos servos

magnos servosbonus agricola

bonus agricola

boni agricolae

boni agricolae

bonum agricolam

bonum agricolam

bonos agricolas

bonos agricolas
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Hint: Remember, though agricola, nauta, and poeta are in the 
first declension, they are masculine; therefore, adjectives which 
modify these words must be masculine.

• Conjugate porto and amo in the present tense.

Conjugate: Porto
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Conjugate: Amo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

porto

porto

portamus

portamus

portas

portas

portatis

portatis

portat

portat

portant

portant

amo

amo

amamus

amamus

amas

amas

amatis

amatis

amat

amat

amant

amant
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3.1 and 3.2: Genitive Case
Identify the genitive case in both form and purpose.
Use the genitive case in English to Latin translation and Latin to English 
translation .

In English, when we want to show possession, we do it most often by 
adding an -’s in the singular and an -s’ in the plural.

Examples:
Singular:
The cat’s dish is in the kitchen.
(The dish belongs to one cat.)
Plural:
The cats’ dish is in the kitchen.
(The dish belongs to more than one cat.)

In Latin, of course, we show possession by adding an ending to the 
word.

Genitive Endings

Video 3.1. (4:24) 
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In Latin we use the genitive case to show possession. Whoever or what-
ever is doing the possessing will be in the genitive case. In the sentences 
in the examples above, the word cat is made possessive because the dish 
belongs to the cat. If this were our Latin sentence, we would put the word 
cat in the genitive case because the dish belongs to the cat.
The genitive case can be translated either -’s or of. For example, either 
“The cat’s dish is in the kitchen,” or “The dish of the cat is in the kitchen.”
The endings to add to a word to make it genitive are as follows:

1st Declension 2nd Declension
SINGULAR  PLURAL  SINGULAR  PLURAL

GENITIVE CASE    -ae -arum -i -orum

So, attached to words, it looks like this:

1st Declension 2nd Declension
SINGULAR  PLURAL  SINGULAR  PLURAL

GENITIVE CASE    puellae puellarum servi servorum

Declension
When we are declining nouns and adjectives, we will place the genitive 
case immediately after the nominative case.

1st Declension  2nd Declension
SINGULAR  PLURAL  SINGULAR  PLURAL

NOMINATIVE(SUBJ., 
PREDICATE ADJECTIVE, OR 
PREDICATE NOMINATIVE.)    

puella puellae servus servi

GENITIVE 
CASE(POSSESSIVE)   

puellae puellarum servi servorum

ACCUSATIVE(DIRECT 
OBJECT)    

puellam puellas servum servos

Notice that the genitive singular of both declensions looks like the 
nominative plural. You may wonder how to tell the difference. The key 
is to look to see whether or not there is another noun in the nomina-
tive case. If there is, the word in question is most likely genitive. Also, 
by looking at the verb you can often tell because if the verb is singular, 
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the word in question will not be a subject. Sometimes, you must look at 
both and determine which makes more sense in the context. Observe the 
following examples:

Equus parvae puellae magnus est.
(The horse of the small girl is large.)

Because est is singular, parvae puellae cannot be the subject. Also, 
equus is in the nominative case and will, therefore, be your subject.

Servi agricolae bonam aquam amant.
(The slaves of the farmer love good water.)

Technically, either servi or agricolae could be your subject, but it 
makes more sense to have “slaves of the farmer” rather than “farmers 
of the slaves.”

Hint: The genitive case usually, though not always, follows the 
noun which it is possessing.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 44 in your textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words and their definitions. Be sure to 
memorize all of the words which are given to you for 
the nouns and adjectives (nominative and genitive 
cases for the nouns; masculine, feminine, and neuter 
forms for the adjectives).

Activity Two:
Turn to page 40 in your textbook and translate the Latin passage about 
Rome into English. Be sure to watch the endings of the words very care-
fully as you translate.

Hint: Remember, word order doesn’t matter — watch the endings. 
Also, remember to watch for notes on words you do not know.
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Activity Three:
Now, turn to page 42 of your textbook. Work through exercises A and 
B. Remember to watch the endings of the nouns, adjectives, and verbs 
very carefully.

Answers:
Check your answers here.

../Media/HTML/l3s2o1.htm
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3.3–3.5: Future Tense
Conjugate a Latin verb in the future tense.
Identify a future tense verb by person and number.
Use the future tense in English to Latin translation and Latin to English 
translation

We have already learned the present tense for verbs. We use the present 
tense when we are talking about something that is happening right now. 
When we want to talk about something which will happen in the future, 
we use the future tense.

Examples:
The farmer is carrying water from the field.
(He is doing it right now.)
The farmer will carry the water from the field tomorrow.
(He will do it in the future.)

Video 3.2. (2:21) 
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In English we add helping verbs to create the future tense (will). In 
Latin we add endings.

Singular  Plural
1ST PERSON   -bo   -bimus

2ND PERSON  -bis  -bitis

3RD PERSON   -bit  -bunt

Conjugation
Notice the person endings remain the same (o, s, t, mus, tis, nt). What 
we are doing is placing other letters in the middle to denote the future 
tense. A full conjugation of the future tense looks like this:

Singular  Plural
1ST PERSON   amabo (I will love)   amabimus (we will love)

2ND PERSON  amabis (you will love)  amabitis (you all will love)

3RD PERSON   amabit (he, she, it will love)  amabunt (they will love)

Remember, we put an a before the ending because the a is the ending 
of the stem of the word. Be sure to take time to memorize these endings 
before moving on.

You will use the future tense in a sentence in much the same way you 
use the present tense.

Examples:
Agricola equos magnos amat.
(The farmer loves large horses.)
Agricola equos magnos amabit.
(The farmer will love large horses.)
Parvam insulam amatis.
(You all love the small island.)
Parvam insulam amabitis.
(You all will love the small island.)

Notice the only difference in the paired sentences is the tense of the 
verb.
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 50 in your textbook and memorize the 
vocabulary words. Remember to memorize the nomi-
native and genitive for each noun or adjective and to 
memorize the four principle parts for each verb. Once 
again, trust me on this one — you’ll be glad you did!

Notice the preposition ad takes the accusative 
case and means “near” or “toward.” Therefore, any 
noun which follows ad will be in the accusative case.

Activity Two:
Turn to page 46 of your textbook and translate the Latin passage about 
Europe into English. Remember to watch your endings carefully and to 
translate verbs according to tense.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 49 in your textbook. Work through exercises A,B, and C. 
Remember to pay close attention to verb and noun endings.

Hint: Remember, if you cannot find a word in the nominative case, 
you must look to the person of your verb for your subject.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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3.6 and 3.7: Dative Case
Identify the dative case in both form and purpose.
Use the dative case in English to Latin translation and Latin to English 
translation.

Indirect Object

The definition for an indirect object is as follows:

To whom or for whom something is said, done, or given.

An indirect object in English comes between the verb and the direct 
object.

Example:
John gave me a box of candy.
To whom did he give it? Me!

Video 3.3. (2:41) 
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Notice me comes between gave (the verb) and box (the direct object).
In English, if we change the word order and put the indirect object 

after the direct object with the preposition to, then we no longer call it 
an indirect object. We call it a prepositional phrase.

Dative Case
In Latin, we use the dative case for the indirect object. Regardless of 
how we translate it into English (whether we use an indirect object or a 
prepositional phrase beginning with to or for, we use the dative case).

Example:
John gave Sue some flowers.
John gave some flowers to Sue.

In both sentences, Sue would be put into the dative case in Latin.
The endings of the dative case are as follows:

1st Declension 2nd Declension
SINGULAR  PLURAL  SINGULAR  PLURAL

DATIVE CASE    -ae -is -o -is

Declension
When we place the dative case into the full conjugation, we place it between 
the genitive and accusative cases as follows:

1st Declension 2nd Declension
SINGULAR  PLURAL  SINGULAR  PLURAL

NOMINATIVE(SUBJ., P.A., OR 
P.N.)    

puella puellae servus servi

GENITIVE CASE(POSSESSIVE)   puellae puellarum servi servorum

DATIVE CASE(INDIRECT 
OBJ.–TO OR FOR)   

puellae puellis servo servis

ACCUSATIVE(DIRECT OB-
JECT)    

puellam puellas servum servos

Notice in the first declension, the dative ending looks the same as the 
genitive singular and the nominative plural. Therefore, you will need to 
be careful with your translation. Remember, if you always look first for 
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a nominative, then a verb, then a direct object, the rest of the sentence 
will usually fall into place easily.

Hints:
• The dative case is most often used with verbs such as give, show, 

entrust, tell, and say.
• Though word order is not always constant, the dative case usu-

ally comes before the accusative case. The usual word order is 
nominative, dative, accusative, verb. Keep in mind, however, 
that this is not always true.

• Remember the word ad is used with the accusative case when 
something is moving toward something else. Otherwise, the words 
to and for in English are translated with the dative case.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to pages 55-56 in your textbook and memorize 
the vocabulary words. There are a lot of verbs here. 
For now, the principle parts follow a pattern, but 
they will not in the future. Please get into the habit 
of memorizing all four principle parts.

Hint: Notice the extra information given on the 
word littera. When it is used in the singular, it means 
a letter of the alphabet such as a or t. When it is used in the plural, it 
means a letter which you write and send to a friend (using many letters 
of the alphabet). If you want to have many letters which you write and 
send to a friend, you use multae litterae.

Activity Two:
Turn to page 52 in your textbook and translate the Latin passage about 
Saturnalia into English. Be sure to watch your endings!

Activity Three:
Turn to pages 54-55 in your textbook. Work through exercises A and B. 
Pay close attention to the endings.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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Lesson 4
Ablative Case, -R Ending Nouns, and 
Imperative

in this lesson you will learn the last major case for declining 
nouns in Latin. Once you master this, you have the basic tools for 

learning Latin. Please read carefully and get excited about having come 
so far in such a short time! Be sure to read my instructions first and then 
read the instructions given in the textbook.
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Learning Outcomes
1. Identify the ablative case in both form and purpose.
2. Use the ablative case in English to Latin translation and Latin to 

English translation.
3. Identify the second declension -r nouns in both form and purpose.
4. Use the second declension -r nouns in English to Latin translation 

and Latin to English translation.
5. Identify present active imperatives in both form and purpose.
6. Use the present active imperative in English to Latin and Latin 

to English translation.

Review and Practice
Complete the following exercises. Check your answers to be sure you 
understand the concept reviewed. If not, go back to the lesson which 
contains the concept involved and review until you understand.

• Conjugate amo and dono in the present and future tenses.

Conjugate: Amo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Conjugate: Dono
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

amo

amo

amamus

amamus

amas

amas

amatis

amatis

amat

amat

amant

amant

amabo

amabo

amabimus

amabimus

amabis

amabis

amabitis

amabitis

amabit

amabit

amabunt

amabunt

dono

dono

donamus
donamus

donas
donas

donatisdonatisdonat

donat

donant

donant
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Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

• Decline bonus servus, parva pupa, and “bad poet” (malus poeta)

Decline Bonus Servus
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________

Decline  Parva Pupa
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
Remember: poeta declines like a feminine noun, but it is masculine. So, 
it takes a masculine adjective.

Decline “Bad Poet” (Malus Poeta)
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________

donabo

donabo
donabimus

donabimus

donabisdonabis

donabitis

donabitis

donabit

donabit

donabunt

donabunt

bonus servus

bonus servus

boni servi

boni servi

boni servi

boni servi

bonorum servorum

bonorum servorum

bono servo

bono servo

bonis servis

bonis servis

bonum servum

bonum servum

bonos servos

bonos servos

parva pupa

parva pupa

parvae pupae

parvae pupae

parvae pupae

parvae pupae

parvarum puparum

parvarum puparum

parvae pupae

parvae pupae

parvis pupis

parvis pupis

parvam pupam

parvam pupam

parvas pupas

parvas pupas

malus poeta

malus poeta

mali poetae

mali poetae

mali poetae

mali poetae

malorum poetarum

malorum poetarum

malo poetae

malo poetae

malis poetis

malis poetis

malum poetam

malum poetam

malos poetas

malos poetas
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4.1 and 4.2: Ablative Case
Identify the ablative case in both form and purpose.
Use the ablative case in English to Latin translation and Latin to English 
translation.

The ablative case is the last major case you will learn and the last one 
we will add to our declining. The ablative case is kind of a catch-all case. 
It is most often used like our prepositional phrases in English. In fact, 
you have already learned some prepositions which take the ablative 
case. Because there are many ways to use the ablative case, we will learn 
several different categories of ablatives. This makes Latin especially fun 
because now you get to do some detective work. Each time you come to 
an ablative, you need to see if you can figure out what kind of ablative it 
is. Before you can do that, however, we need to teach you the case end-
ings for the ablative case and some uses of the ablative.

Video 4.1. (1:49) 
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Ablative Case Endings
Just as with the other cases, the endings of words change to indicate the 
ablative case. The ablative endings are as follows:

First Declension
Singular       Plural

-a -is

Second Declension
Singular       Plural

-o -is

The ablative case will usually have a macron over the ending to help 
you determine that it is, indeed, ablative. After awhile, it will just come 
naturally to you.

The ablative case will fit into the overall declension of a word at the 
end as follows:

First Declension
SINGULAR       PLURAL

NOMINATIVE puella puellae

GENITIVE puellae puellarum

DATIVE puellae puellis

ACCUSATIVE puellam puellas

ABLATIVE puella puellis

Second Declension
SINGULAR       PLURAL

NOMINATIVE servus servi

GENITIVE servi servorum

DATIVE servo servis

ACCUSATIVE servum servos

ABLATIVE servo servis

Uses of the Ablative
Just as with the other cases, the endings of the ablative have specific mean-
ings. The ablative, however, is more complex than the others. Therefore, 
there are several different uses of the ablative. We will learn them one 
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or two at a time so you can get used to using them before we add more. 
The first two uses of the ablative are as follows:

Ablative of Means
Sometimes the ablative case is used to show the way something is done 
or what tool is used to do it. It is easiest to translate it as “by means of 
______.” Sometimes, however, it can also be translated, “with _______.” 
Fill in the blank with whatever the word in the ablative case means. The 
ablative of means does not have a preposition with it.

Example:
Servus aquam equis et carris portat.
(The servant carries the water by means of horses and carts.)

In this sentence the words equis and carris are in the ablative case and 
are, therefore, translated “by means of horses and carts.”

Ablative of Place Where
This use of the ablative occurs to show the place where someone or some-
thing is. The ablative of place where uses the preposition in which comes 
just before a word in the ablative case. It is translated, “in or on ______.” 
Fill in the blank with whatever the word in the ablative case means.

Example:
Puella in silva est.
(The girl is in the forest.)

In this sentence, in silva is the ablative of place where and is, therefore, 
translated “in the forest.”

Hint: Remember, if the person or thing is already there (in aqua), use 
in and the ablative case of the noun as an ablative of place where.
If the person or thing is moving toward something, use ad or in plus the 
accusative case.
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Decline the following words. Be sure to keep the cases in the proper 
order. From now on, we will just count on using the order in the previous 
example (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative).

Decline Unda
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE __________ __________
GENITIVE __________ __________
DATIVE __________ __________

ACCUSATIVE __________ __________
ABLATIVE __________ __________

Decline Amicus
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE __________ __________
GENITIVE __________ __________
DATIVE __________ __________

ACCUSATIVE __________ __________
ABLATIVE __________ __________

Decline Good Water (Aqua Bona)
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE __________ __________
GENITIVE __________ __________
DATIVE __________ __________

ACCUSATIVE __________ __________
ABLATIVE __________ __________

Unda
UndaUndae

Undae

Undae
Undae

Undarum

Undarum

Undae
Undae

Undis

Undis

Undam

Undam

Undas

Undas
Unda

Unda

Undis

Undis

Amicus

Amicus

Amici

Amici
Amici

Amici

Amicorum

Amicorum
Amico

Amico

Amicis

Amicis
Amicum

Amicum

Amicos

Amicos

Amico

Amico

Amicis

Amicis

aqua bona

aqua bona

aquae bonae

aquae bonae

aqua bonae

aqua bonae

aquarum bonarum

aquarum bonarum
aquae bonae

aquam bonae

aquis bonis

aquis bonis

aquam bonam

aquam bonam

aquas bonas

aquas bonas

aqua bona

aqua bona

aquis bonis

aquis bonis
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Activity Two:
Turn to page 61 in your textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words on this page. Remember to memo-
rize all of the words given: nominative and genitives 
for nouns; four principle parts for verbs.

Word Study: Look carefully at some of the words. 
Can you see where the word gladiator comes from? 
How about other English words?

Activity Three:
Turn to page 58 of your textbook. Translate the passage about Gaul into 
English. Remember to watch your case endings very carefully. Be aware 
of the ablative case and be careful to choose which of the two new usages 
of the ablative is more appropriate for your translation.

Hint: Usually the country is feminine and the people who occupy the 
country are masculine: Roma = Rome; Romanus = Roman.

Hint: Sometimes, an adjective stands alone where a noun would nor-
mally be. If this happens, the translation is determined by the gender of 
the adjective (if it is feminine, it is a woman or women; if it is masculine, 
it is a man or men). Then, use the adjective as suggested. For example, 
boni would mean “good men” whereas bona would mean a “good woman.”

Activity Four:
Turn to page 60 in your textbook. Work through the odd exercises in 
exercises A, B, and C. Be sure to watch your case endings.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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4.3 and 4.4: -R Nouns
Identify the second declension -r nouns in both form and purpose.
Use the second declension -r nouns in English to Latin translation and 
Latin to English translation.

Most second declension nouns end in -us like servus, which you have 
learned. There are, however, some second declension nouns which end 
in -r. The key to knowing how to decline these nouns is to look at the 
genitive case. This is one reason I have been asking you to memorize the 
genitive for each noun. If you look at the genitive, you will be able to see 
whether the vowel just before the -r remains in the declension or whether 
the vowel should be taken out. Look carefully at the following declensions.

Video 4.2. (2:04) 
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Singular       Plural
NOMINATIVE puer pueri

GENITIVE pueri puerorum

DATIVE puero pueros

ACCUSATIVE puerum pueros

ABLATIVE puero pueris

Singular       Plural
NOMINATIVE ager agri

GENITIVE agri agrorum

DATIVE agro agris

ACCUSATIVE agrum agros

ABLATIVE agro agris

Notice the e before the r in puer remains in the whole conjugation 
while the e in ager drops out of the conjugation. If you look at the genitive 
case, you can see whether the e stays in or drops out. The case endings 
are the same as the regular second declension case endings.
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4.5 and 4.6: Imperatives
Identify present active imperatives in both form and purpose.
Use the present active imperative in English to Latin and Latin to English 
translation.

In Latin, there are what we call “moods” of verbs. The verbs which you 
have learned so far are in the indicative mood. Dico in Latin means to 
speak. This is the mood we use for every day conversation and interaction.

The Latin word impero means to command. Therefore, the impera-
tive is a command. For example, if your mother says, “Go to bed,” she is 
giving you a command. She is using the imperative mood. Notice the verb 
go doesn’t have a subject. The subject you is understood. Therefore, we 
only need to have a singular and a plural for the imperative mood. The 
singular you or plural you all will always be the understood subject for 
an imperative verb. In English, we cannot really tell whether the speaker 
is speaking to one person or to many people. In Latin, the ending tells us.

Video 4.3. (1:33) 
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To create the imperative for the first conjugation, we take the stem of 
the verb and add an a in the singular and add an ate in the plural.

Singular       Plural
porta portate

To use the imperative, you must view it as a command. Look carefully 
at the following examples.

Porta aquam ad casam.
(Carry the water to the house.)
Portate aquam ad casam.
(Carry the water to the house.)

In the first sentence, the speaker is speaking to only one person because 
the imperative ends in a. In the second sentence, the speaker is speaking 
to more than one person because the imperative ends in ate.

Sometimes, the speaker will speak directly to an individual or a group 
of individuals.

Example:
Puellae, portate aquam ad casam.
(Girls, carry the water to the house.)

In this sentence, we know exactly to whom the speaker is speaking, 
but the command is still evident in the imperative form.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:

Decline Vir 
(without looking at the textbook or checking your answers first)

SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE __________ __________
GENITIVE __________ __________
DATIVE __________ __________

ACCUSATIVE __________ __________
ABLATIVE __________ __________

Vir

Vir
Viri

Viri
Viri

Viri

Virorum

VirorumViro
Viro

Viris
Viris Virum

Virum

Viros

Viros
Viro

Viro

Viris

Viris
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Decline Ager 
(without looking at the textbook or checking your answers first)

SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE __________ __________
GENITIVE __________ __________
DATIVE __________ __________

ACCUSATIVE __________ __________
ABLATIVE __________ __________

Decline Puer 
(without looking at the textbook or checking your answers first)

SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE __________ __________
GENITIVE __________ __________
DATIVE __________ __________

ACCUSATIVE __________ __________
ABLATIVE __________ __________

Activity Two:
Turn to page 66 in your textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words and definitions. Remember to 
memorize genitives for nouns, principle part for 
verbs, and all three words given for adjectives (I’ll 
explain those later).

Activity Three:
Turn to page 62 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about 
Cornelia saving the sailor into English. Enjoy this translation. Students 
generally find it incredibly corny and amusing (quite like the frog and 
the water jar earlier).

Activity Four:
Turn to page 65 in your textbook. Work through Exercises A and B.

Activity Five:
Look at the Word Studies on page 67 of your textbook. Notice the similari-
ties between words in the Romance languages. As you can see, having a 

Ager

Ager

Agri

Agri

Agri

Agri

Agrorum

Agrorum
Agro

Agro

Agris

Agris
Agrum

Agrum

Agros

Agros
Agro

Agro

Agris

Agris

Puer

Puer

Pueri

Pueri

Pueri

Pueri

Puerorum

Puerorum
Puero

Puero

Pueris

Pueris

Puerum

Puerum

Pueros

Pueros

Puero

Puero

Pueris

Pueris
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Latin base will help you not only in your study of English and Latin, but 
also in your study of other languages!

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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Lesson 5
Second Conjugation, Perfect Tense, and 
Neuter

i ’m sure by now you are Probably thinking the romans must have 
had little computer brains which calculated every ending for every 

word so they could speak correctly. Actually, they were a lot like us. 
Most English-speaking people make grammatical and usage errors in 
their day-to-day speaking. I’m sure most Romans didn’t speak textbook 
Latin either. Some, Julius Caesar, for example, did, however, write the 
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language impeccably. So, even two thousand years later, we struggle with 
the same issues of speaking and writing correctly.

Actually, the Romans were people much like us in many ways. They 
worked, they played, they laughed, they loved. In fact, if you continue your 
study of Latin, you will one day be able to read war stories, love poems, 
and adventure stories. For now, read pages 68-69 of your textbook to get 
an idea of the structure of their city.

Now, let’s continue with our study of Latin! As always, be sure to read 
my explanation first and then the explanation in the textbook.

Learning Outcomes
1. Identify and conjugate second conjugation verbs in both the pres-

ent and the future tenses.
2. Use the second conjugation in the present and the future tenses 

in both English to Latin and Latin to English translation.
3. Identify and decline second declension neuter nouns.
4. Use second declension neuter nouns in both English to Latin and 

Latin to English translation.
5. Identify and conjugate first and second conjugation verbs in the 

perfect tense.
6. Use the perfect tense in both English to Latin and Latin to English 

translation.

Review and Practice
Before we actually move on, let’s review conjugations and declensions.

• Decline “good girl,” “pleasing food,” and “large man.”

Decline “Good Girl”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

bona puella

bona puella

bonae puellae

bonae puellae

bonae puellae
bonae puellae

bonarum puellarum

bonarum puellarum

bonae puellae

bonae puellae

bonis puellis

bonis puellis

bonam puellam

bonam puellam

bonas puellas

bonas puellas

bona puella
bona puella

bonis puellis

bonis puellis
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Decline “Pleasing Food”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

Decline “Large Man”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

Conjugate dono and nuntio in the present and future tenses.

Conjugate: Dono
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

gratus cibus
gratus cibus

grati cibi
grati cibi

grati cibi

grati cibi

gratorum ciborum
gratorum ciborum

grato cibo

grato cibo

gratis cibis
gratis cibis

gratum cibum

gratum cibum

gratis cibis

gratos cibos

grato cibo

grato cibo

gratos cibos

gratis cibis

magnus vir

magnus vir

magni viri

magni viri

magni viri

magni viri

magnorum virorum

magnorum virorum

magno viro

magno viro

magnis viris

magnis viris

magnum virum

magnum virum

magnos viros

magnos viros

magno viro

magno viro

magnis viris

magnis viris

dono

dono

donamus
donamus

donas
donas

donatisdonatis donat

donat

donant

donant

donabo

donabo

donabimus

donabimus

donabis

donabis
donabitis

donabitis

donabit

donabit

donabunt

donabunt
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Conjugate: Nuntio
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

• Quickly review the use of each case.
◊ Nominative: subject, predicate adjective, predicate nominative
◊ Genitive: possession (of)
◊ Dative: indirect object (to, for)
◊ Accusative: direct object; with some prepositions (ad, in, 

trans, prope)
◊ Ablative: many uses (ablative of means; ablative with prepo-

sitions in, cum, sine)

nuntio

nuntio

nuntiamus

nuntiamus

nuntias

nuntias

nuntiatis

nuntiatis

nuntiat

nuntiat

nuntiant

nuntiant
nuntiabo

nuntiabo

nuntiabimus

nuntiabimus

nuntiabis

nuntiabis

nuntiabitis

nuntiabitis

nuntiabit

nuntiabit

nuntiabunt

nuntiabunt
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5.1 and 5.2: Second Conjugation
Identify and conjugate second conjugation verbs in both the present 
and the future tenses.
Use the second conjugation in the present and the future tenses in both 
English to Latin and Latin to English translation.

Second Conjugation
All of the words which we have learned so far have principle parts which 
look like this:

amo, amare, amavi, amatus
porto, portare, portavi, portatus

These words are all considered first conjugation (sometimes thought 
of as the a conjugation) because the end of the stem is an a.

Second conjugation words look like this:

doceo, docere, docui, doctus
augeo, augere, auxi, auctus

Video 5.1. (3:03) 
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Notice that the end of the first principal part is -eo and the second 
principal part is -ere. All second conjugation words will end in -eo and 
-ere. Notice also that the last two principal parts are not necessarily as 
consistent as the first conjugation. Therefore, it will be extremely impor-
tant for you to memorize your principal parts. Though you don’t know 
what the last two parts mean, you will eventually (by the end of this lesson 
you will know the third one), and they will be extremely important. If you 
don’t memorize them now, you will have to go back and memorize all 
of your verbs again. I know you don’t want to have to do that. Trust me!

Always look at the principal parts to determine into which conjuga-
tion a verb falls.

Present Tense
The present tense endings for the second conjugation are exactly the 
same as the endings for the first conjugation (Yeah!). The only difference 
between the two is the connecting vowel. The second conjugation, because 
the main vowel is e, uses an e to connect the endings.

Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON doceo docemus

2ND PERSON doces docetis

3RD PERSON docet docent

Notice that the endings are the same as the first conjugation (o, s, t, mus, 
tis, nt). The only change is the connecting vowel (use an e instead of an a).
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Future Tense

The future tense endings for the second conjugation are also exactly the 
same endings as for the first conjugation. The only difference is the con-
necting vowel. Once again, you use an e.

Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON docebo docebimus

2ND PERSON docebis docebitis

3RD PERSON docebit docebunt

Notice that the endings are the same, but there is an e before every b 
(as opposed to an a before every b) in the first conjugation.

Imperatives
The imperatives of the second conjugation also use an e instead of an a.

Singular       Plural
doce docete

Remember, the major key to the second conjugation is to think of it 
as the e conjugation.

Video 5.2. (1:07) 
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 80 in your textbook. Memorize your 
vocabulary words. Pay close attention to principal 
parts of verbs.

Activity Two:
Conjugate doceo, augeo, and terreo in the present 
and future tenses.

Conjugate: Doceo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Conjugate: Augeo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
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doceo

doceo

docemus

docemus

doces

doces

docetis
docetis

docet

docet

docent

docent

docebo

docebo

docebimus

docebimus

docebis

docebis

docebitis

docebitis

docebit

docebit

docebunt

docebunt

augeo

augeo

augemus

augemus

auges

auges

augetis

augetis
auget

auget

augent

augent

augebo

augebo

augebimus

augebimus
augebis

augebis

augebitis

augebitis

augebit

augebit

augebunt

augebunt
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Conjugate: Terreo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Activity Three:
Turn to page 76 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about the 
Latin Language into English.

Activity Four:
Turn to page 78 in your textbook. Work your way through exercises A 
and B. Be very careful.

Answers:
Check your answers here.

terreo

terreo

terremus

terremus

terres

terres

terretis

terretis

terret

terret

terrent

terrent

terrebo

terrebo

terrebimus

terrebimus

terrebis

terrebis

terrebitis

terrebitis

terrebit

terrebit

terrebunt

terrebunt
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5.3 and 5.4: Second Declension
Identify and decline second declension neuter nouns.
Use second declension neuter nouns in both English to Latin and Latin 
to English translation.

Neuter Nouns

The second declension nouns which you currently know are masculine 
nouns. You will always know they are masculine because the nominative 
singular ends in -us (servus, carrus) or in -r (vir, puer).

There are also some neuter nouns which fall into the second declen-
sion. You will know a second declension noun is neuter because it ends 
in -um in the nominative singular.

There are only a few differences between declension of the masculine 
nouns and the neuter nouns. Look carefully at the following declension.

Video 5.3. (1:59) 
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Singular       Plural
NOMINATIVE frumentum frumenta

GENITIVE frumenti frumentorum

DATIVE frumento frumentis

ACCUSATIVE frumentum frumenta

ABLATIVE frumento frumentis

Notice that the only places this declension differs from the masculine 
declensions are in the nominative and the accusative. The nominative 
singular ends in -um. The nominative and accusative plural end in -a. With 
neuter nouns, the nominative and the accusative always look the same.

The cases are used as they always are.

Nominative: subject, predicate adjective, predicate nominative
Genitive: possession (of)
Dative: indirect object (to, for)
Accusative: direct object; with some prepositions (ad, in, trans, 

prope)
Ablative: many uses (ablative of means; ablative with preposi-

tions in, cum, sine)

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 86 in your textbook. Memorize your 
vocabulary words. Remember to pay close attention 
to the noun endings (nouns ending in -a will be femi-
nine; nouns ending in -us will be masculine; nouns 
ending in -um will be neuter).

Hint: Look at the word castra. The singular of 
this word is castrum which means “tent peg”. Many 
tent pegs together created a camp. Therefore, though castra is plural in 
form, it is singular in meaning, just like littera. To have many camps, you 
must have multa castra.
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Activity Two:
Let’s practice! Decline signum and consilium. Remember, the nominative 
and accusative are always the same in the neuter.

Decline Signum
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

Hints on consilium: Notice that the i is a part of the stem and there-
fore remains in the word throughout. In the genitive singular, as with 
all masculine and neuter nouns which have an i at the end of the stem, 
drops the second i.

Decline Consilium
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

Activity Three:
Turn to page 81 in your textbook. Translate the passage about Britain 
into English.

Activity Four:
Turn to page 85 in your textbook. Work through exercises A and B. Watch 
the endings carefully and be sure to translate according to meaning.

Answers:
Check your answers here.

signum

signum

signa
signa

signi

signi

signorum

signorum

signo
signo

signis

signis

signum

signum

signa

signis

signo

signo

signis

signa

consilium

consilium

consiliaconsilia

consiliconsili

consiliorum

consiliorum

consilio
consilio

consiliis

consiliis

consilium

consilium

consilia

consilia

consilio

consilio

consiliis

consiliis
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5.5 and 5.6: Perfect Tense
Identify and conjugate first and second conjugation verbs in the perfect 
tense.
Use the perfect tense in both English to Latin and Latin to English 
translation.

We have already learned the present tense and the future tense. Now, we 
need to learn the perfect tense. Some of you may think of it as the past 
tense in English. This is the tense we use if we are talking about some-
thing which has happened in the past — an action which is completed. 
Look at the examples in English to see how the perfect tense relates to 
the present and future tenses.

Examples:
Present: John is kicking the football.
(He is doing it now.)
Future: John will kick the football.

Video 5.4. (2:12) 
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(He will do it in the future.)
Perfect: John kicked the football. or John did kick the football.
(He did it in the past.)

Conjugation
You will be excited to know that the perfect tense is consistent in all of 
the conjugations. The endings you add are as follows:

Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON -i -imus

2ND PERSON -isti -istis

3RD PERSON  -it -erunt

You add the endings to the third principal part. You will notice that 
every third principal part ends in -i. This -i is the first person singular 
ending. So, the third principal part is the perfect first person singular. 
Regardless of what conjugation the verb falls into, you conjugate it by 
taking the third principal part and adding the endings as follows:

Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON portavi portavimus

2ND PERSON portavisti portavistis

3RD PERSON  portavit portaverunt

Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON auxi auximus

2ND PERSON auxisti auxistis

3RD PERSON  auxit auxerunt

Remember, the key to the perfect tense is knowing your principal parts. 
If you don’t know that the third principal part of augeo is auxi, you will 
never be able to conjugate the word in the perfect tense. Now you know 
the reason it is so important to know your principal parts!
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 90 in your textbook. Memorize your 
vocabulary words. Be sure to memorize principal 
parts of verbs.

Hint: Remember first conjugation verbs end in 
-o in the first principal part and -are in the second 
principal part. Second conjugation verbs end in -eo 
in the first principal part and -ere in the second prin-
cipal part.

Activity Two:
Conjugate ambulo, mereo, and maneo in the perfect tense.

Conjugate Ambulo
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON __________ __________
2ND PERSON __________ __________
3RD PERSON __________ __________

Conjugate Mereo
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON __________ __________
2ND PERSON __________ __________
3RD PERSON __________ __________

Conjugate Maneo
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON __________ __________
2ND PERSON __________ __________
3RD PERSON __________ __________

Activity Three:
Turn to page 87 in your textbook and translate the Latin passage about 
Roman boys into English. Pay careful attention to verb tenses.
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Ambulavi

Ambulavi

Ambulavimus
Ambulavimus

Ambulavisti

Ambulavisti

Ambulavistis

Ambulavistis
AmbulavitAmbulavit

Ambulaverunt

Ambulaverunt

Merui

Merui

Meruimus

Meruimus

Meruisti

Meruisti

Meruistis

Meruistis Meruit

Meruit

Meruerunt

Meruerunt

Mansi

Mansi

Mansimus

Mansimus
Mansisti

Mansisti

Mansistis

Mansistis

Mansit

Mansit

Manserunt

Manserunt
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Activity Four:
Turn to page 89 in your textbook. Work through exercises A and B. Be 
sure to translate by using the correct verb tense.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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Lesson 6
Second Declension, -R Adjectives, and 
Conjugation

Can you imagine what it must have been like to live in rome at 
the time of Caesar? Of course, they had a wide spectrum of socio-

economic status, just as we do. The wealthy people, however, had slaves. 
The very wealthy people had so many slaves that their responsibilities 
were few. In fact, many Roman boys had slaves who accompanied them 
to school each day. It may have been the responsibility of another slave 
to shave and dress his master. Overall, slaves were treated well. As you 
continue to translate Latin, you will learn more about the daily life of 
Rome thousands of years ago.

Remember to read my instructions first and the textbook instructions 
second. Enjoy!
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Learning Outcomes
1. Identify the vocative case in both form and purpose.
2. Use the vocative case in both English to Latin and Latin to English 

translation.
3. Identify the ablative of “place from which” in both form and 

purpose.
4. Use the ablative of “place from which” in both English to Latin 

and Latin to English translation.
5. Identify second declension -er adjectives in both form and purpose.
6. Use second declension -er adjectives in both English to Latin and 

Latin to English translation.
7. Identify the present tense of sum in both form and purpose.
8. Use the present tense of sum in both English to Latin and Latin 

to English translation.

Review and Practice
Complete the following exercises. Check your answers to be sure you 
understand the concept reviewed. If not, go back to the lesson which 
contains the concept involved and review until you understand.

• Conjugate augeo and porto in the present, future, and perfect 
tenses.

Conjugate: Augeo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

augeo

augeo

augemus

augemus

auges

auges

augetis

augetis

auget

auget

augent
augent

augebo

augebo

augebimus

augebimusaugebis

augebis

augebitis

augebitis

augebit

augebit

augebunt

augebunt
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Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Conjugate: Porto
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Future Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

• Decline “good year” (annus bonus), “small sign” (parvum signum), 
and “large land” (magna terra).

Decline “Good Year”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

auxi

auxi

auximus

auximus

auxisti

auxisti

auxistis

auxistis

auxit

auxit

auxerunt

auxerunt

porto

porto

portamus

portamus

portas

portas

portatis

portatis

portat

portat

portant

portant

portabo

portabo

portabimus

portabimus

portabis

portabis

portabitis

portabitis

portabit

portabit

portabunt

portabunt

portavi

portavi

portavimus

portavimus

portavisti

portavisti

portavistis

portavistis

portavit

portavit

portaverunt

portaverunt

annus bonus

annus bonus

anni boni

anni boni

anni boni

anni boni

annorum bonorum

annorum bonorum

anno bono

anno bono

annis bonis

annis bonis

annum bonum

annum bonum

annos bonos

annos bonos

anno bono

anno bono

annis bonis

annis bonis
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Decline “Small Sign”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

Decline “Large Land”
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

parvum signum
parvum signum

parva signa

parva signa

parvi signi

parvi signi

parvorum signorum

parvorum signorum

parvo signo

parvo signo

parvis signis

parvis signis

parvum signum

parvum signum

parva signaparva signa

parvo signo

parvo signo

parvis signis

parvis signis

terra magna

terra magna

terrae magnae

terrae magnae

terrae magnae

terrae magnae

terrarum magnarum

terrarum magnarum

terrae magnae

terrae magnae

terris magnis

terris magnis

terram magnam

terram magnam

terram magnam

terram magnam

terra magna

terra magna

terris magnis

terris magnis
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6.1 and 6.2: Vocative Case
Identify the vocative case in both form and purpose.
Use the vocative case in both English to Latin and Latin to English 
translation.

The vocative case is used to directly address a person. For example, if 
you were trying to get your friend’s attention, you would call his or her 
name. Any time you directly address someone or something, you should 
use the vocative case.

There is a story that when Winston Churchill was young, his Latin 
teacher asked him to give the vocative of mensa (table). Churchill refused 
to give an answer since he would never directly address a table, and his 
teacher kicked him out of class.

Vocative Endings

The vocative endings generally have the same form as the nominative case 
except in the singular of the second declension masculine. When a noun 

Video 6.1. (2:00) 
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ends in -us, drop the -us and add an e. If the noun ends in -ius, drop the 
-us and add nothing. Look carefully at the following vocative endings.

1st Declension  2nd Declension
SINGULAR  PLURAL  SINGULAR  PLURAL

VOCATIVE    puella  puellae 
Marce

Juli
Marci
Julii

Notice that all of the plurals are the same as the nominative plural. 
The only endings which are different from the nominative are the second 
declension masculine singular. Otherwise, the endings are the same as 
the nominative.

Usage of the Vocative
Look at the following examples. Each time someone or something is 
directly addressed, the vocative case is used. Also, observe that the impera-
tive mood of the verb (the command) is often used in conjunction with 
the vocative case.

Examples:
Servi, portate aquam ad casam.
(Slaves, carry the water to the house.)
Marce, ama filiam!
(Marcus, love your daughter!)

The vocative case is not used as often as the other cases, but it is important 
to recognize it and be able to use it.
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6.3 and 6.4: Ablative
Identify the ablative of “place from which” in both form and purpose.
Use the ablative of “place from which” in both English to Latin and Latin 
to English translation.

We have already learned to use the ablative in three ways:

1. ablative of place where
2. ablative of means
3. ablative with prepositions

The ablative of “place from which” tells you from what place something 
came. It is only used with three prepositions:

a, ab (away from the outside)

de (from, down from)

e, ex (out from the inside)

The noun which follows the preposition will be in the ablative case. The 
distinctions between the three prepositions are difficult to distinguish, but 
don’t worry about it. Sometimes, they are even interchangeable. All three 
suggest a place from which something came, and all can be translated as 
“from.” Look carefully at the following examples:

Ab insula navigant.
(They sail from the island.)
Puella de silva venit.
(The girl came from the forest.)
Vir e casa vocabit.
(The man will call from the house.)

Now, let’s do some exercises to be sure you understand the concept.
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 95 in the textbook. Memorize the vocab-
ulary words. Be sure to pay attention to English words 
which come from these Latin words. The more you 
do this, the faster your English vocabulary will grow, 
and the less you will need to use a dictionary.

Activity Two:
Turn to page 92 in the textbook. Translate the Latin passage about slaves 
into English. Watch the endings very carefully, and be sure you translate 
them according to their endings. Also, watch to see how the ablative case 
works in the sentences.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 94 in your textbook. Work through exercises A and B. Be 
sure to watch your endings carefully.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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6.5 and 6.6: -Er Adjectives
Identify second declension -er adjectives in both form and purpose.
Use second declension -er adjectives in both English to Latin and Latin 
to English translation.

Second declension -r adjectives work very much like second declensions 
-r nouns. Remember, the nouns decline much like the regular second 
declension nouns (-us nouns). The only difference is that the nomina-
tive ends in -er, and to discover whether the e before the r remains in 
the word, you must look at the genitive. For example, the e stays in puer, 
pueri, and it drops out in ager, agri.

For the adjective, instead of looking at the genitive, you must look at 
the three genders (masculine, feminine, and neuter). By looking at the 
feminine, you can determine whether the e remains in the word or not. 
Look carefully at the following examples.

Video 6.2. (2:00) 
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Examples:
sacer, sacra, sacrum

In the word sacer, you know that the e drops out since there is no e 
in the feminine.

liber, libera, liberum

In the word liber, you know that the e stays in since there is an e in 
the feminine.

These adjectives can describe or modify any noun in the Latin lan-
guage. Therefore, you can have a libera puella (free girl) and a liber puer 
(free boy). Once you determine whether the e remains in or drops out, 
the declension is the same as usual.

terra sacra terrae sacrae
terrae sacrae terrarum sacrarum
terrae sacrae terris sacris
terram sacram terras sacras
terra sacra terris sacris

servus liber servi liberi
servi liberi servorum liberorum
servo libero servis liberis
servum liberum servos liberos
servo libero servis liberis

The key is to remember to look at the feminine to determine whether or 
not the e remains in the declension. This means it is important to memo-
rize the masculine, feminine, and neuter for each adjective.
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6.7 and 6.8: Sum
Identify the present tense of sum in both form and purpose.
Use the present tense of sum in both English to Latin and Latin to English 
translation.

The verb to be in English is irregular and is one of the few words with a 
complete conjugation in English.

Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON I am we are

2ND PERSON you are you all are

3RD PERSON he, she, or it is they are

In Latin, the verb to be is also irregular and does not follow the basic 
rules of the other conjugations. In this conjugation, even the stem of the 
word changes. Therefore, you must memorize it separately.

Video 6.3. (2:44) 
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Singular       Plural
1ST PERSON sum (I am) sumus (we are)

2ND PERSON es (you are) estis (you all are)

3RD PERSON est (he, she, or it is) sunt (they are)

This verb works just the same as other verbs in the sentence. Sometimes 
there will be a subject, and sometimes you will need to look to the verb 
ending to find the subject.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 101 in the textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words. Be sure to memorize principle 
parts for verbs and masculine, feminine, and neuter 
for adjectives. Look at the Word Studies. They will 
help you to understand how we assimilate words 
from Latin into English.

Hint: Pay careful attention to the principle parts for sum. They are 
very unusual, and you will need to know them to create other tenses of 
the word.

Activity Two:
Turn to page 97 in the textbook. Translate the Latin Passage about Aristotle 
and Alexander into English. This story is about the famous Greek phi-
losopher, Aristotle, and his student, Alexander the Great.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 100 in your textbook. Work through exercises A and B. Be 
sure to carefully choose the endings for the words in the English to Latin 
translation.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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in the latin to english translation sections of the next several 
exercises, you will learn about famous people in the history of Rome. 

Pay close attention as you read, and you will know more about such men 
as Romulus, Numa, and Spartacus. If you have never seen the movie about 
Spartacus, you should watch it. Although it is not completely historically 
accurate, it is very worthwhile (though a little bloody at times).
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Anyway, let’s get back to our study of Latin! Read my instructions then 
the textbook instructions before doing the exercises. Have fun!

Learning Outcomes
1. Identify the perfect and future tenses of sum in both form and 

purpose.
2. Use the perfect and future tenses of sum in English to Latin and 

Latin to English translation.
3. Identify the ablative of accompaniment in both form and purpose.
4. Use the ablative of accompaniment in English to Latin and Latin 

to English translation.
5. Identify and create questions in Latin.
6. Identify appositives in both form and purpose.
7. Use appositives in both English to Latin and Latin to English 

translation.
8. Identify third conjugation verbs in both form and purpose.
9. Use fourth conjugation verbs in English to Latin and Latin to 

English translation.

Review and Practice
Complete the following exercises. Check your answers to be sure you 
understand the concept reviewed. If not, go back to the lesson which 
contains the concept involved and review until you understand.

• Conjugate sum in the present tense.

Conjugate: Sum
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

sum

sum

sumus

sumus

es

es

estis

estis

est

est

sunt

sunt
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• Decline “sacred land” and “free boy.”

Decline Sacred Land
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

Decline
SINGULAR PLURAL

NOMINATIVE 1. __________ 2. __________
GENITIVE 3. __________ 4. __________
DATIVE 5. __________ 6. __________

ACCUSATIVE 7. __________ 8. __________
ABLATIVE 9. __________ 10. __________

• Give the vocative singular and plural for Brutus and puella.

Give the vocatives for Brutus and Puella
SINGULAR PLURAL

BRUTUS 1. __________ 2. __________
PUELLA 3. __________ 4. __________

terra sacra

terra sacra

terrae sacrae

terrae sacrae

terrae sacrae

terrae sacrae

terrarum sacrarum

terrarum sacrarum

terrae sacrae

terrae sacrae

terris sacris

terris sacris

terram sacram

terram sacram

terras sacras

terras sacras

terra sacra

terra sacra

terris sacris

terris sacris

puer liber

puer liber

pueri liberi

pueri liberi

pueri liberi

pueri liberi

puerorum liberorum

puerorum liberorum

puero libero

puero libero

pueris liberis

pueris liberis

puerum liberum

puerum liberum

pueros liberos

pueros liberos

puero libero

puero libero

pueris liberis

pueris liberis

Brute

Brute

Bruti

Bruti

puella

puella

puellae

puellae
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7.1 and 7.2: Future Tense: Sum
Identify the perfect and future tenses of sum in both form and purpose.
Use the perfect and future tenses of sum in English to Latin and Latin 
to English translation.

Future Tense of Sum

In English, the future tense of the “be” verb is “will be.” In Latin, there 
also is a future tense form of sum. Just as it is totally irregular in English, 
it is also totally irregular in Latin. The conjugation of the future tense of 
sum is as follows:

Singular Plural
1ST PERSON ero (I will be) erimus (we will be)

2ND PERSON eris (you will be) eritis (you all will be)

3RD PERSON erit (he, she, or it will be) erunt (they will be)

Video 7.1. (1:46) 
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The future tense of sum is very easy to use. It agrees with the subject 
in number (singular or plural), and denotes something which will be in 
the future.

Examples:
Puella beata erit.
(The girl will be happy.)
Puellae beatae erunt.
(The girls will be happy)

Perfect Tense of Sum
The perfect tense of sum works much as the perfect tense of the to be 
verb in English. In English, the perfect tense of the to be verb is “have 
been.” The exciting part is that it conjugates just as any other perfect 
tense verb. Take the third principle part (fui) and add the perfect tense 
endings which you already know. The perfect tense of sum is as follows:

Singular Plural
1ST PERSON fui (I have been) fuimus (we have been)

2ND PERSON fuisti (you have been) fuistis (you all have been)

3RD PERSON fuit (he, she, or it has been) fuerunt (they have been)

The perfect tense of sum is also very easy to use. It agrees with the 
subject in number (singular or plural), and will always denote something 
which has happened in the past.

Example:
Puella beata fuit.
(The girl has been happy.)
Puellae beatae fuerunt.
(The girls have been happy.)
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7.3 and 7.4: Ablative of Accompaniment
Identify the ablative of accompaniment in both form and purpose.
Use the ablative of accompaniment in English to Latin and Latin to 
English translation.

The ablative of accompaniment is another use of the ablative (such as 
separation or means). The ablative of accompaniment suggests exactly 
that — accompaniment. Someone or something is with something or 
someone else. The ablative of accompaniment is introduced by the prepo-
sition cum and followed by a noun in the ablative case.

Look at the cartoon drawing on page 115 in the textbook. The first 
example (viro pugnat) suggests means (notice there is no cum). Therefore, 
he fights by means of a man, using the man as a weapon. The second 
example (cum viro pugnat) suggests hand-to-hand combat since they 
are fighting with each other. Always remember that the word cum is the 
key to the ablative of accompaniment.

Video 7.2. (1:44) 
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Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to pages 116-117 in your textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words. Be sure to memorize genitives for 
nouns and principle parts for verbs.

Hint: Look at the word arma. It comes in the 
plural only. If you have a weapon in the singular, you 
identify exactly what the weapon is. For example, 
telum means “spear.”

Activity Two:
Turn to Page 112 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about 
Romulus, Numa, and Tullius into English. Be careful with verb tenses.

Hint: Remember that the infinitive (the second principle part) is 
translated using “to” + meaning of the verb. The infinitive is often used 
to introduce a phrase which acts as the direct object of a sentence.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 115-116 in your textbook. Do exercises A, B, and C. Be sure 
to watch the endings of words to determine sentence position and tense.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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7.5–7.7: Questions and Appositives
Identify and create questions in Latin.
Identify appositives in both form and purpose.
Use appositives in both English to Latin and Latin to English translation.

Questions

In English, we use punctuation (a question mark) to identify a question. 
We also sometimes use interrogative pronouns, adjectives, or adverbs 
such as who, what, where, and why to introduce the question.

In Latin, we also use interrogative pronouns, adjectives, or adverbs 
to introduce some questions.

Examples:
Ubi est puella?
(Where is the girl?)
Cur cenam parat?
(Why do you prepare dinner?)

Video 7.3. (2:33) 
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To ask a yes/no question in Latin, you add an -ne to the first word of 
the sentence.

Example:
Servusne aquam portat?
(Does the slave carry water?)

If you expect the answer to be yes, put a nonne at the beginning of 
the sentence.

Example:
Nonne servus aquam portat?
(The slave carries water, doesn’t he?)

If you expect the answer to be no, put a num at the beginning of the 
sentence.

Example:
Num servus aquam portat?
(The slave doesn’t carry water, does he?)

The Romans did not have question marks; so, they used these words 
to introduce a sentence. Always watch for these words to determine that 
the sentence is, indeed, a question.

Apposition
In English, an appositive is a noun or a pronoun (often with modifiers, 
e.g. adjectives, prepositional phrases, etc.) which are beside another noun 
or pronoun to explain it further.

Example:
My brother, the state champion tennis player, is a good person.

In this sentence, state champion tennis player further explains or tells 
more about my brother.

In Latin, an appositive has the same purpose as it has in English. The 
appositive will agree in case and number with the noun or pronoun it 
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is describing. All nouns in the appositive, however, will maintain their 
own gender.

Example:
Dominus meus, filius agricolae, clarus est.
(My master, the son of a farmer, is famous.)

The appositive can appear in all cases (nominative, genitive, dative, 
accusative, ablative), but it is most commonly used in the nominative 
and the accusative cases.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 123 in the textbook. Memorize your 
vocabulary words. Note especially how the conjunc-
tions work and what they mean.

Hint: Notice that -que attaches to the second of 
the two words it is joining.

Example: Carri equique aquam portant. (The carts 
and the horses carry water.)

Activity Two:
Turn to page 118 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about 
Spartacus into English.

Note: It is important for you to know that Spartacus’s real intent was 
not at all to take over Rome. All he wanted to do was to get away and 
return to his homeland. He also wanted those who were fighting with 
him to be able to return to their homes.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 122 in your textbook. Do exercises A and B. Be sure to be 
aware of endings and tenses.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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7.8 and 7.9: Third and Fourth Conjugation
Identify third conjugation verbs in both form and purpose.
Use fourth conjugation verbs in English to Latin and Latin to English 
translation.

We have already learned the first and second conjugations. The third 
conjugation works very much like the other conjugations. Remember, 
to identify which conjugation a verb falls into, you must look at the first 
two principle parts. Look carefully at the following verbs:

1st Conjugation:
porto, portare, portavi, portatus
2nd Conjugation:
doceo, docere, docui, doctus
3rd Conjugation:
pono, ponere, posui, positus

Video 7.4. (2:21) 
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Remember, the first two first conjugation principle parts end in -o 
and -are. The first two second conjugation principle parts end in -eo and 
-ere. The first two third conjugation principle parts end in -o and -ere. 
You should be able to look at a verb from any of the three conjugations 
and identify which conjugation the verb falls into.

As you remember, in the first conjugation, the connecting vowel is 
a. In the second conjugation, the connecting vowel is e. I call the third 
conjugation the mixed up conjugation because sometimes it uses an i and 
sometimes an e as a connecting vowel. The trick is to memorize what it 
uses when.

Present Tense
The present tense of the third conjugation has the same meaning as the 
present tense of any other conjugation, and it uses the same endings (o, 
s, t, mus, tis, nt). The only way it is different from the other conjugations 
is that it uses an i for a connecting vowel most of the way through. Look 
carefully at the following conjugation.

Singular Plural
1ST PERSON pono ponimus

2ND PERSON ponis ponitis

3RD PERSON ponit ponunt

Note that the connecting vowel is i except in the third person plural 
when the connecting vowel is u. All regular third conjugation verbs con-
jugate like the example in the present tense.
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Perfect Tense

You will be excited to know the rule for the perfect tense in the third 
conjugation is exactly the same as the rule for the first and second con-
jugations. Take the third principle part and add the perfect endings (i, 
isti, it, imus, istis, erunt). Look carefully at the following conjugation.

Singular Plural
1ST PERSON posui posuimus

2ND PERSON posuisti posuitis

3RD PERSON posuit posuerunt

So, regardless of the word or what conjugation it falls into, you take 
the third principle part and add the perfect endings to create the perfect 
tense. Aren’t you glad you have memorized your principle parts? If you 
haven’t memorized them, now would be a good time to go back through 
all of your vocabulary and memorize the principle parts for every verb.

Video 7.5. (1:00) 
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Imperatives
The imperatives of the third conjugation translate the same as those of 
the first and second conjugations. Once again, the connecting vowel is 
the only difference. In the singular, use an e, and in the plural, use an i.

Singular Plural
pone ponite

Once again, the imperative mood is used as a command.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Conjugate mitto, cedo, and ago in the present and perfect tenses. Also, 
please give the imperatives for each verb.

Conjgate Mitto
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. ____________ 2. _____________
2ND PERSON 3. ____________ 4. _____________
3RD PERSON 5. ____________ 6. _____________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. ____________ 2. _____________
2ND PERSON 3. ____________ 4. _____________
3RD PERSON 5. ____________ 6. _____________

IMPERATIVES 1. ____________ 2. _____________

Mitto

Mitto

Mittimus
Mittimus

Mittis

Mittis

Mittitis

Mittitis
Mittit

Mittit

Mittunt

Mittunt
Misi

Misi

Misimus

Misimus

Misisti

Misisti

Misistis

Misistis

Misit

Misit

Miserunt

Miserunt

Mitte

Mitte

Mittite

Mittite
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Conjgate Cedo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. ____________ 2. _____________
2ND PERSON 3. ____________ 4. _____________
3RD PERSON 5. ____________ 6. _____________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. ____________ 2. _____________
2ND PERSON 3. ____________ 4. _____________
3RD PERSON 5. ____________ 6. _____________

IMPERATIVES 1. ____________ 2. _____________

Conjgate Ago
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. ____________ 2. _____________
2ND PERSON 3. ____________ 4. _____________
3RD PERSON 5. ____________ 6. _____________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. ____________ 2. _____________
2ND PERSON 3. ____________ 4. _____________
3RD PERSON 5. ____________ 6. _____________

IMPERATIVES 1. ____________ 2. _____________

Activity Two:
Turn to page 127 in the textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words. Pay close attention to principle 
parts of verbs. All of the verbs here are in the third 
conjugation. The third principle parts are not at all 
regular, and there is not a pattern. Each one must be 
individually memorized.

cedo

cedo

cedimus

cedimus

cedis
cedisceditis

ceditis

cedit

cedit

cedunt

cedunt

cessi

cessi

cessimus

cessimus

cessisti

cessisti

cessistis

cessistis

cessit

cessit

cesserunt

cesserunt

cede

cede

cedite

cedite

ago

ago

agimus

agimusagis

agis

agitis

agitis

agit

agit

agunt agunt

egi

egi

egimus

egimus

egisti

egisti

egistis

egistis

egit

egit

egerunt

egerunt

age

age

agite

agite
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Lesson 7: Asking Questions and Third Conjugation

Hint: Look at ago. The definitions of this word vary tremendously. 
It works a lot the way “do” works in our language. We do our hair; we 
do the dishes; we do the wash. Nonetheless, we do something different 
to do each of those things! Ago can also be used in many different ways.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 124 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about the 
patron and his clients into English.

Activity Four:
Turn to page 126 in your textbook. Do exercises A and B. Be sure to watch 
your endings and verb tenses.

Answers:
Check your answers here.

../Media/HTML/l7s5o8.htm
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Lesson 8
Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs 
and Adverbs

Wow! you are already to the last lesson of your first semester. 
I hope you are starting to see Latin everywhere. Start experiment-

ing with words. For example, there are more than thirty words which 
come from the Latin word servo (reservoir, conservation, preservation, 
reservation, etc.). When you see an English word you don’t know, look 
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Lesson 8: Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs and Adverbs

at it to see if it has Latin roots. Even with a limited Latin vocabulary, you 
will find your English vocabulary growing quickly.

Remember to read my instructions first and then the textbook instruc-
tions. One more time, I must say, “Primus, ultimus, et semper, Latina 
gaudiosa est!” Enjoy this last lesson.

Learning Outcomes
1. Identify third and fourth conjugation verbs in both form and 

purpose.
2. Use third and fourth conjugation verbs in English to Latin and 

Latin to English translation.
3. Identify adverbs in both form and purpose.
4. Use adverbs in English to Latin and Latin to English translation.
5. Identify the declension of the numbers one, two, and three in Latin.
6. Use the numbers one, two, and three in English to Latin and Latin 

to English translation.

Review and Practice
Complete the following exercises. Check your answers to be sure you 
understand the concept reviewed. If not, go back to the lesson which 
contains the concept involved and review until you understand.

• Conjugate sum in the future and the perfect tenses.

Conjugate: Sum
Future Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

ero

ero

erimus

erimus

eris

eris

eritis

eritis

erit

erit

erunt

erunt

fui

fui

fuimus

fuimus

fuisti

fuisti

fuistis

fuistis

fuit

fuit

fuerunt

fuerunt
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• Conjugate accedo, ago, and mitto in the present and perfect tenses.

Conjugate: Accedo
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Conjugate: Ago
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

Conjugate: Mitto
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

accedo

accedo

accedimus

accedimus

accedis

accedis

acceditis

acceditis

accedit

accedit

accedunt

accedunt

accessi

accessi

accessimus

accessimus

accessisti

accessisti

accessistis

accessistis

accessit

accessit

accesserunt

accesserunt

ago

ago

agimus

agimus

agis

agis

agitis

agitis

agit

agit

agunt

agunt

egi

egi

egimus

egimus

egisti

egisti

egistis

egistis

egit

egit

egerunt

egerunt

mitto

mitto

mittimus

mittimus

mittis

mittis

mittitis

mittit

mittit

mittunt

mittunt
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Lesson 8: Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs and Adverbs

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 2. __________
2ND PERSON 3. __________ 4. __________

3RD PERSON 5. __________ 6. __________

misi

misi

misimus

misimus

misisti

misisti

misistis

misistis

misit

misit

miserunt

miserunt
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8.1 and 8.2: Third and Fourth Conjugation
Identify third and fourth conjugation verbs in both form and purpose.
Use third and fourth conjugation verbs in English to Latin and Latin 
to English translation.

Identifying Third (-io) and Fourth Conjugation Verbs

The third (-io) and fourth conjugation verbs work very much like those of 
the first three declensions you have already learned. The only difference, 
of course, is the use of the connecting vowel. First, however, we must learn 
how to identify third (-io) and fourth conjugation verbs.

Look carefully at the principle parts for each conjugation below:

1st Conjugation
porto, portare, portavi, portatus
(1st two principal parts end in -o, -are)

Video 8.1. (3:08) 
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Lesson 8: Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs and Adverbs

2nd Conjugation
doceo, docere, docui, doctus
(1st two principal parts end in -eo, -ere)

3rd Conjugation
pono, ponere, posui, positus
(1st two principal parts end in -o, -ere)

3rd (-io) Conjugation
capio, capere, cepi, captus
(1st two principal parts end in -io, -ere)

4th Conjugation
munio, munire, munivi, munitus
(1st two principal parts end in -io, -ire)

If you will memorize the relationship of the principle parts to each 
conjugation, you will be able to identify which conjugation any Latin verb 
falls into (even if you don’t know the meaning of the word).

Present Tense
The conjugation of the third (-io) and the fourth conjugations looks the 
same in the present tense. Study the following conjugations.

Third (-io) Conjugation
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON capio capimus

2ND PERSON capis capitis

3RD PERSON capit capiunt

Fourth Conjugation
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON munio munimus

2ND PERSON munis munitis

3RD PERSON munit muniunt

If you look through both conjugations, you will notice that the -i 
remains in the conjugation throughout. The only difference from the 
regular third conjugation declension is that there is an -io in the first 
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person singular and an -iunt in the third person plural. Otherwise, it 
remains the same.

Imperatives
The third -io conjugation imperatives are exactly like those of the third 
conjugation:

Singular Plural
-e

cape
-ite

capite

The fourth conjugation imperatives use an i as a connecting vowel in 
both the singular and the plural.

Singular Plural
-i

muni
-i

temunite

I think of the first conjugation as the -a conjugation, the second 
conjugation as the -e conjugation, and the fourth conjugation as the -i 
conjugation. I think of the third and third (-io) conjugations as the mixed 
up conjugations because they sometimes use an -e and sometimes an -i 
as a connecting vowel.

Perfect Tense
The perfect tense works just as the perfect tense in the other three con-
jugations. Take the third principle part and add the perfect endings (i, 
isti, it, imus, istis, erunt). Once again, it is vital (life giving) in Latin to 
know your principle parts!

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 133 in the textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words. Pay close attention to the princi-
pal parts of the verbs.
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Lesson 8: Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs and Adverbs

Activity Two:
Conjugate facio and venio in the present and perfect tenses.

Conjugate: Facio
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Conjugate: Venio
Present Tense

SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Perfect Tense
SINGULAR PLURAL

1ST PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________
2ND PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

3RD PERSON 1. __________ 1. __________

Activity Three:
Turn to page 129 in your textbook. Translate the Latin passage about 
Romans into English. Be sure to be aware of endings and verb tenses.

Activity Four:
Turn to page 132 in the textbook. Do exercises A and B. Be sure to be 
careful with endings and verb tenses.

Answers:
Check your answers here.

facio

facio

facimus

facimus

facis

facis

facitis

facitis

facit

facit

faciunt
faciunt

feci

feci

fecimus

fecimus

fecisti

fecisti

fecistis

fecistis

fecit

fecit

fecerunt

fecerunt

venio

venio

venimus

venimus

venis

venis

venitis

venitis

venit

venit

veniunt

veniunt

veni

veni

venimus

venimus

venisti

venisti

venistis

venistis

venit

venit

venerunt

venerunt
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8.3 and 8.4: Adverbs
Identify adverbs in both form and purpose.
Use adverbs in English to Latin and Latin to English translation.

Adverbs

In English, adverbs are words which modify or describe a verb, an adjec-
tive, or another adverb. Latin adverbs function in very much the same 
way. In English, adverbs are often formed by adding -ly to an adjective 
(happily, sadly, etc.).

In Latin, adverbs are formed by adding an -e to the stem of an adjec-
tive. Look carefully at the following words.

Adjectives Adverbs
clarus, a, um clare

gratus, a, um grate

liber, a, um libere

Video 8.2. (1:49) 
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Lesson 8: Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs and Adverbs

The exciting thing about adverbs is that they do not decline. They 
maintain the same form. They do not have to agree with anything else 
in case, gender, or number. Exciting, huh?
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8.5 and 8.6: Numbers
Identify the declension of the numbers one, two, and three in Latin.
Use the numbers one, two, and three in English to Latin and Latin to 
English translation.

Numbers

In Latin, only the numbers one, two, and three (unus, duo, tres) decline. 
The others stay constant and do not change to agree in case, gender and 
number. The declension of these three numbers is irregular. Though 
there are still the usual five cases, the endings are very different from 
anything you have learned thus far. So, you will have to memorize them 
individually. As with other adjectives, there is a masculine, a feminine, 
and a neuter for each. Study the declensions below.

Video 8.3. (2:50) 
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Lesson 8: Third -IO and Fourth Conjugation Verbs and Adverbs

Unus
MASC. FEM. NEUTER

NOMINATIVE unus una unum

GENITIVE unius unius unius

DATIVE uni uni uni

ACCUSATIVE unum unam unum

ABLATIVE uno una uno

Duo
MASC. FEM. NEUTER

NOMINATIVE duo duae duo

GENITIVE duorum duarum duorum

DATIVE duobus duabus duobus

ACCUSATIVE duos duas duo

ABLATIVE duobus duabus duobus

Tres
MASC. FEM. NEUTER

NOMINATIVE tres tres tria

GENITIVE trium trium trium

DATIVE tribus tribus tribus

ACCUSATIVE tres tres tria

ABLATIVE tribus tribus tribus

The masculine and feminine for tres is the same. Also, there is no 
plural for unus since you cannot have more than one “one”. There is no 
singular for duo and tres for the same obvious reason — two and three 
are always plural.

Activity and Practice

Activity One:
Turn to page 138 in the textbook. Memorize the 
vocabulary words and principle parts of verbs.
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Activity Two:
Turn to page 134 in the textbook. Translate the Latin passage about 
Lupercalia into English.

Activity Three:
Turn to page 137-138 in the textbook. Do exercises A and B.

Hint: Pay special attention to the explanation of word order on page 
137. Though word order doesn’t always work this way, it is good to know 
how it works most often.

Answers:
Check your answers here.
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How to Prepare for the Final Exam

What You Can Expect
The final exam is worth 30 percent of your final grade. You are required 
to pass the final to pass the course. The questions on the final will be like 
the questions on your Speedback assignments. If you understand the 
concepts tested on the seven Speedback assignments and you can answer 
all of the Speedback questions correctly, you will do very well on the final.

Format and Passing Grades
There are 50 matching and multiple choice questions:

16  vocabulary questions

17  conjugation, declension/fill-in-the-blank questions

15  translation questions

You must receive at least 60 percent to pass the exam.

Taking the Exam
If you have studied sufficiently, it should take between an hour and an 
hour and a half to complete the exam, but there is no specific time limit. 
No materials other than a writing utensil are allowed.
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What You Should Review
Prepare for the final by reviewing vocabulary, conju-
gations and declensions, and translation. It is prob-
ably easiest to practice translation by reviewing sen-
tences in Speedback assignments and in Activity and 
Practice assignments from the textbook.

Be sure as you take this test to pay very close atten-
tion to detail. Watch every ending closely, watch for 
verb tense and person and for noun case.

Review carefully, study hard, and ace this test! I wish you the best. 
Continue to look for Latin in everything you do.

If you are taking the examination at the BYU Independent Study 
Office, the BYU Testing Center, or at any of the BYU centers, you will be 
expected to adhere to BYU dress standards.
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